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Shani Sade Sati Report - (XYZ Kumar)
Date of Birth : November 2, 1988 /
Time of Birth : 5:10 AM /
Place of Birth : Gaya,Bihar,India

Astrological Signi cance of Shani Dhaiya

V

edic astrology considers this transit of Saturn across the chart as the most signi cant and eventful transit of Saturn in our life. Shani Sade
Sati of 7 ½ year cycle of Saturn is more or less well known and is feared.

Besides Sade Sati, Vedic astrology also cautions us for two other transits with respect to our Moon signs. This occurs when Saturn transits
through 4th house from the moon-sign in our natal chart, as well as when Saturn transits through 8th house from our Moon-sign.
Both these transits are called “Shani Dhaiya” or 2 ½ year cycle of Saturn because each of them is of 2 and half years duration. “Dhaiya” is
de nitely less stressful than Sade Sati because the duration is only for 2 and half years. Dhaiya will also repeat every 30 years in our life.

Astrological Players for Shani Dhaiya

T

here are three major astrological players who in uence a person during the period of Shani Dhaiya or 2 ½ year cycle of Saturn with respect
to an individual birth chart. These players are planet Saturn, planet Moon and the houses occupied by Transiting Saturn. Let us examine

the signi cance of each player:
Planet Saturn: : Saturn brings about limitation and obstruction, hindrance in self expression and in self manifestation, which may become
oppression and adversity. Saturn gives bad luck, misfortune, or di cult karma or an unfortunate destiny. The in uence of Saturn is to delay and
withhold. But the good news is Saturn does not deny, it will eventually deliver the result which is due to us as part of our Karmic Destiny.
Planet Moon: Moon signi es our mind. Moon shows what we have been and what we bring with us from the past. It can show the positive
resources from the past which gives us greater consciousness in life or it can show negative in uences from the past that bind us to regressive
patterns of behaviour. Moon represents our individual memory as well as our collective or social memory.
The Moon is our social nature and indicates our social concerns of interchange and communication. It shows our general propensity for
relationship, how we receive others and view society. It gives creativity and expression to the mind, the capacity to in uence others as well as to
be in uenced by others.
The houses occupied by Transiting Saturn: This in uence means, the effect of Saturn's Transit will be felt by a person through its transit over two
houses. Those housed are 4th house from Natal Moon Sign and 8th House from the Moon sign and transit duration in each house will be of 2
years and 6 months. This complete period of Saturn's transit is known as the ' Shani Dhaiya' or two and an half year cycle of Saturn.

The Houses that Matter for You

A

ccording to Vedic Astrology, when Saturn in transit moves over the 4th house and 8th house from the house occupied by Moon, it generally
displays the characteristics of an enemy.

The 8th house from Moon Sign: The eighth house is the infamous house of death. It indicates destruction and dishonour and relates to the
negative, criminal or violent aspects of our personality. It represents c chronic disease or injury leading to death. The eighth house is a very deep

and mysterious house and can give profound insight to the mind on understanding of life and death. It indicates research or invention in
mathematics, philosophy and Tantra or occult.

What happens during Shani Dhaiya or 2½ year Cycle of Saturn

C

ongratulations: At present you are not under Shani Dhaiya but it will be effective in coming future.

The Eighth House Dhaiya Period: 18th January 2023 to 29th March 2025
When Saturn will transit through the 8th house from your Moon sign, you may be obsessed with death, accident and injuries and nancial losses.
It may not lead to any actual fatality but if you are then it could create the fear in your mind for the same.
However if Saturn is functionally bene cial planet in your chart then you may inherit property or wealth in the event of death of a close relative.
You may see dreams of close people around you who may die soon or who have already passed away.
The eighth house gives strong sexual passion and a good deal of sexual attractiveness. You may get involved in a serious sexual relationship with
the opposite sex during this period of Shani Dhaiya.

Conclusion

T

he above is a general indication of your Shani Dhaiya period. However, if you want to know in detail the impact of Shani Dhaiya on you, then
you should order the Full version of Saturn Transit Report 2 ½ Years which will be prepared by our staff astrologers based upon an analysis

of the inter-planetary relationships of your Natal Chart along with the strengths and weaknesses of the major planets in your Chart.

Our Advice

W

hat are the changes that you expect with this transit? You should de nitely go for a Saturn Transit Report to know more about the effect
of ongoing transit of Saturn into Sagittarius till 23rd January 2020 on different aspects of your life. This is the most crucial aspect, Decode

it from our astrologers. Get your own Report!

